
The True Way
Courage : The Righteous Spirit
Courage lies in doing the righteous thing. It lies in not remaining silent when 
there is injustice. It lies also in taking action against those who commit injustice.

The virtuous do not fear to act; they are forthright. Lies and deception for their
own sake are cowardly – the virtuous is not ashamed of who they are or what 
they believe. They do not accept defeat – they withdraw and reconsider and then
return. While there is injustice, ignorance, wickedness in the world, the virtuous 
do not remain idle.

I welcome those who challenge me, because they allow me the chance to 
demonstrate through words and action the strength of my beliefs. I will never 
cease trying to change the minds of those who are wrong. Yet I despise those 
who seek to silence, censor, exclude, demean, or deride the beliefs of others from
a place of cynicism and fear, rather than to persuade or inspire them to embrace 
true virtue. Such people should face retribution.

Pride : The Heart of the Spirit
We are proud of the things that define us and give us joy. Pride grants certainty
about who we are. We strive to be worthy of our selves, our family, and our 
people. Shame is our way of teaching ourselves not to do things that are wrong, 
or that demean our dignity. Pride is the strength of the spirit, it is the arm that
wields the blade of courage, that lifts the shield of loyalty, and which teaches 
us how to take joy in prosperity.

Who injures our pride injures our innermost self, worse than if they had cut us 
with a knife. A wound of the body will heal, a wound of the spirit is an assault 
on the very heart of who we are.

each of us is an Exemplar. Through our pride, we inspire others. This is what 
Exemplars do. When we bow our heads like cattle, we demean ourselves. When 
we show cowardice, embrace sloth, are envious of our brothers and sisters, we 
shame ourselves. Those who shame themselves harm others by inspiring them to 
sloth, cowardice, envy. They should face retribution.

Loyalty : The Respect that is Earned
We must know our own hearts, and what commands their devotion. Nobody else 
has the right to tell us what we should be loyal to. They do not have the right
to force obedience or devotion. It is easy to be loyal when times are good, but 
true loyalty comes when times are hard and the things we believe in are tested.

Loyalty is proved by both words and deeds, and is weakened when there is 
dissonance between the two. If I say I will take an action, and I do not take 
that action, then I allow disloyalty to enter my heart. If I take an action, and 
from fear of consequence or weakness, I deny I have taken that action then I 
shame myself and the thing to which I am loyal.

When someone tells me that I should do a thing because they demand my loyalty 
to their ideals, rather than earning it, they injure me and should face 
retribution.



Prosperity : The Generous Spirit
Work to gain just reward, and let the just reward be set by your work. I do 
not till a field or wield a sword in an army but still I strive to better myself, 
and my family. To earn comfort and security. 

Do not hoard wealth, because wealth is meaningless. Wealth is hoarded because 
foolish people either lust for the power they think it grants them, or fear that 
one day they might not have enough. They do not trust themselves, and so they 
are fools. I do not hoard my wealth – I enjoy good food, and good clothing, and 
good company, and I take joy in life and the memory of that joy will see me 
through the harder times that come. 

I inspire others with my hard work, and if I am weak or sick they will offer me 
aid. Likewise, I support those to whom I am loyal, of whom I am proud. There is 
no weakness in recognising that my hard work exalts not just myself, but all 
those who I count as friends and family.

Who tries to take my prosperity from me does me a great wrong, and should face
retribution.

The Savage Dog-Pit of Ambition
The Ambitious are a pack of starved dogs trapped in a pit. They fight over the 
last meatbone. The stronger dogs are quickly weakened and become prey. They 
ignore the fact that the pit is not the world.

Ambition creates a cycle of envy and competition that weakens everyone. It 
destroys the bonds of loyalty; it drives men and women to commit shameful acts 
in the pursuit of power over others and hollow adulation. It teaches them to 
fear and envy those around them. It makes them jealous of their wealth and 
comfort, and hateful of those who have things that they covet.

The ambitious man treads on the fingers of his sister to get an inch closer to his 
goal; the ambitious woman discards her brother if he might hold her back. 
Ambition teaches selfishness, treachery, shame. Those who harm others in pursuit 
of ambition should face retribution.

The Hollow Distraction of Wisdom
Wisdom is hollow. It teaches people to view knowledge and common sense as both
rarefied and a luxury. I do not need to study a thousand words to know that 
fire is hot. I do not need to respect someone who has read more books than I 
have. Knowing ''why'' fire is hot does not aid me to cook a meal, to put out the 
flames that would consume my house.

The assembly of the wise ignore their own teachings, and use their search for 
wisdom to justify procrastination. They value ''what someone knows'' more than 
''what someone does''. Being wise is all very well, but without the courage to act,
the pride to direct your wisdom, the comfort and security to pursue it, wisdom is
an empty distraction.



The Cruel Trap of Vigilance
Vigilance is evil, it is the greatest wickedness of the Imperial Way. It teaches 
every child suspicion, cynicism, paranoia, and fear. It teaches that strangers are 
evil; that everyone else is a threat; that others covet our prosperity and joy.

Vigilance teaches us to suspect – to turn away those who we might embrace as 
friends for fear that they might betray us. It teaches that we must strike first, 
and destroy people who might be our enemies – thus ensuring that they become 
our enemies. It is fear by another name. Like fear it demands submission – if you 
do not agree with the delusion of vigilance then clearly you are an enemy who 
must be cast out and cast down.

The courageous do not fear strangers, but welcome them. The prosperous offer 
them a seat at their table. The loyal expect others to be loyal in turn. The 
proud do not need to cast others as villains to maintain their pride.

Let someone come to my house and demand proof that I am not their enemy, and 
they will face retribution for attempting to shame me! Let them demand that I 
acede to their demands in the service of some hypothetical greater good, in the 
name of fear of those who are different, and they will face retribution!

The Torch of Justice
Justice is as fundamental a need as comfort and security, belonging, self-worth, 
and righteousness. It teaches us not to fear the stranger – it allows for 
everyone to exist together as long as they accept that they should not harm 
others. I do not mean just that they should not steal from or kill one another –
they should respect each other, should not seek to mock or demean, should not 
seek to dominate or subjugate.

When someone harms me, they will face retribution. I will redress the harm they 
have done me – I will recover what they have stolen from me. Then I will punish
them – they will learn that to harm me is to face retribution. They will learn 
that there are consequences for their actions. They will not harm me again – and
they will not harm others.

By being unflinching in the face of wickedness - by being proud and courageous 
and loyal, by understanding the value of joy and security – I demonstrate my 
virtue through words and deeds alike.

Laws are fine and good, and they can help people to understand what is fit 
behaviour and what is not. Yet they are but a paper shield – they protect the 
wicked as often as they punish them. They can be bought, or the powerful can 
wheedle their way out of punishment.

It is the duty of every human being to say “no! Wickedness cannot be overlooked!”
and to take action against anyone who harms them, or those they are proud of, 
or are loyal toward.

By all means give the villain a moment to offer redress if you wish, but do not 
shrink from doing the thing you know is right. 

An eye for an eye is easy; the truly virtuous know that the only way the wicked
will learn is to take both their eyes, as a reminder every day to themselves and 
to those who see them, that wickedness must be punished, that the guilty must 
face retribution.



This life and the next
The Labyrinth is a fable that the priests of the Synod tell to keep the people of
the Empire passive, and to silence their questions. At best it is a misunderstanding,
a gnostic fantasy that creates an interesting story but has no reality. 

The Faraden say that after life is over there is a terrible place full of spirits –
both spirits of those who have died, and spirits of judgement. Those who have 
been virtous in life are recognised by the spirits. Those who have not are cast 
alone into the darkness, prey for the cruel and the wicked.

This is why we must be virtuous – not only so that we may find our way back to
true Life again, but to inspire others. For each mortal spirit that we turn from 
the path of wickedness, sloth, cowardice, treachery, and shameful behaviour is 
one less that will seek to prey on us after death; one less mortal condemned to 
the wastes for all time by their corruption. 

Those who can be inspired to embrace True Virtue should be turned from their 
path of immorality to the path of righteousness. Those who cannot should face 
Retribution – either in the hope that they will be redeemed, or in the sad 
acceptance that at least they will no longer harm others in this life. By sending 
the wicked beyond life now, we may prevent them from accruing further spiritual
corruption and being more dangerous when we face them in the underworld. 

How can I Embrace True Virtue?
First, abandon the false virtues of SELFISH Ambition, HOLLOW Wisdom, and 
CRUEL Vigilance. Embrace the pursuit of JUSTICE. Inspire those around you with 
your COURAGE in the face of adversity; with your GENEROUS SPIRIT and HARD 
WORK; with the respect you show others; with your RIGHTEOUSNESS in the face
of those who would demean you.

Next, ENCOURAGE OTHERS – the Synod will try to silence you, but the Synod is 
not in itself wicked it is simply misguided. Seven virtues are too many, too divisive.
A clean broom must sweep the ENVY of Ambition, the DISTRACTION of Wisdom, 
and the FEAR of Vigilance from the Assembly. Justice must be recognised for the 
powerful moral force that it is. SPEAK to your senators, SPEAK to the cardinals
of the true virtues. SPREAD THE WORD!

Reach out to our western cousins. If the Synod truly has the COURAGE of it's 
convictions, it would not fear Faraden missionaries. If it is TRULY CERTAIN that 
the sevenfold path is the BEST path for the people of the Empire, then none will
be swayed by those preaching a different WAY.

Most importantly, be COURAGEOUS and PROUD. Do not keep silent when others 
speak of “political expediency” or “neccessity” or “the good of the Empire.” When 
the ambitious dogs of the Senate give away your lands, demean you with their 
corruption, disparage your loyalty by demanding your obedience, or try to 
manipulate you through fear SPEAK UP! When a criminal cannot be tried because 
the tired wheels of Imperial Justice grind too slowly and ineffectually – like an 
old man chewing a tough steak - TAKE ACTION! When you are wronged – and 
more importantly, when others are wronged – EXACT RETRIBUTION!

All that is required for wickedness, sloth, treachery, and cynical madness to 
prosper is for good men and women to DO NOTHING! 


